
Buzzfeed’s Top 23 Times 
a Feminist Slayed her 
Maternity Leave

She-E-Os (Say out loud) Momtrepreneuers Vibe 

Dads taking parental 
leave and hiring a nanny 
anyway 

Using “community based 
care” to get someone to 
babysit for free 

Wanting to be “just like 
Scandinavia” 

Breastfeeding at work 

Having it all Saying “parental leave” 
to be more inclusive to 
the business execs 
taking time off 



Faking a baby bump, 
taking 12 weeks off, and 
finally writing your 
screenplay 

Having a baby as a joke  Giving birth in your 
cubicle 

Taking maternity leave 
from your job as a 
mommy blogger

Applying for maternity 
leave to take your 10 year 
old to dance 
competitions 

Leftover baby shower 
cake in the break room 

Self-identified feminist 
scholars 

Israel barring only gay 
men from using 
surrogates

Indian surrogacy 
hospitals on Oprah

Fertility equality activism Andy Cohen and 
Anderson Cooper

Medical tourism



Your socially liberal + 
fiscally conservative 
father

Dropping Judith Butler 
quotes completely out of 
context

Men Having Babies Inc. Gloria Steinem against 
surrogacy

Womb farms Women of color bearing 
white children for white 
people

LGBTQ+  Reproductive 
Tourism 

Kim and Kanye’s 
surrogate 

Andrew Cuomo, the voice 
of surrogacy 

Journeys Across the 
World’s Queer Frontiers

A rave book review The Handmaid’s Tale



Uteruses before 
duderuses 

Saying “Womyn in 
Herstory” instead of 
“Women in History”

Turkey basters Post-racial reproduction 

White Gay Dads The Perfect 
Homonormative Family 

Gestators Being Cis

Trans Studies scholars’ 
critiques of the term “cis” 

The SERF 
(Surrogate-Exclusionary-
Radical-Feminist)

The TERF 
(Trans-Exclusionary-Radi
cal-Feminist) 

The “I don’t refer to 
women” feminist



The mobile CPC (crisis 
pregnancy center) parked 
outside my apartment

Evangelical Christians Newborn onesie that 
says: “I luv my two dads” 

Sending an edible 
arrangement to your 
surrogate 

Buying a 23 and Me test
 

Finding out your mom 
was born without a 
uterus 

The Right to Choose The reproductive rights 
vs. justice debate

Self-righteously saying 
abortion is a rich white 
women’s issue...and not 
realizing you are wrong

A “Fuck the Child” t-shirt “Fuck the parent” 
diapers/onesie

The End of Fake Clinics 



Breast milk, for sale? Taking maternity leave to 
start a garden

People with uteruses A discursive shift

Anti-abortion legislation Ostensibly 
gender-neutral language 

Working-class women Julián Castro’s 2019 
debate blunder in which 
he confused trans 
women with trans men

Roaring acclaim from 
The Huffington Post

Liberal fixation on 
visibility

Anti-trans discrimination 
in health settings

Housewives performing 
11,000 safe underground 
abortions  



Illegal shit Two sold-out shows of 
the Jane play, made 
queer

An inability to address 
race and class

Cathy Cohen’s queer 
coaliton 

Community? Performative wokeness 
masqueraded as a 
solution 

Androgynous models in 
the Planned Parenthood 
brochure 

Crisis pregnancy centers 
using images of young 
women of color 

A feminist debate in The 
Nation 

The Woman Question Something far deeper… Crippling debt & 
generational anxiety



The pink tax  Inadequate wages The $40 charge to hold 
my own newborn child 

My cervical wall

Impromptu uterine 
prolapse

Placenta served up 
chicken-fried steak style 

A nuclear family Breastfeeding at work 

Wine o’clock Pink pussy hat Taking maternity leave 
twice in one year

Breastfeeding in the oval 
office while ordering 
international war crimes



Depriving your child of 
food until she learns how 
to use a can opener

Pumping in front of your 
old, white, male bosses

2 girls, 1 pump “Freedom for Everybody” 

Postpartum depression  An $11,000 hospital bill The Spectre of the TERF  Roe vs. Wade  

DIY abortions on 
Pinterest

Planned Parenthood The Liberals (trans)gendered anxieties  



Misogyny URGE (Unite for 
Reproductive and Gender 
Equity)

Erasure Visibility

“Feminism’s Complex 
Past”  

Women-centric language #DEMDEBATE “Literally dying from a 
lack of visibility” 

Historical amnesia Anti-abortion sentiment Inclusivity and other 
drugs

White environmentalists 
telling WOC to stop 
having children to save 
the planet



Mommy and me yoga Surrogate babies stuck in 
Ukraine during COVID-19

Wanting a baby 
genetically related to you

Preferring oat milk to 
breast milk

Teen moms  Sky Daddy Academic ideas in 
circulation 

An art exhibit of 932 
vaginas in SoHo

A liberal arts college 
student earnestly making 
art about queer theory 

Queering art collectives Uterine Transplants Wrapping your baby in a 
rainbow flag 



“Wanting a gay son” Cancel culture Wages for Vibes I’m With Her 

Donald Trump paying his 
mistress to get an 
abortion 

Saying “That’s yonic” The gender binary Taking a semester off to 
make pussy art in your 
dad’s London gallery 

Vagina necklaces for sale 
on Etsy 

My performance art in 
which I’m onstage 
covered in period blood

Gwenyth Paltrow’s 
vagina-scented candle 

“TERF extraordinaire”  



“I’m not a feminist, I’m a 
womanist”

Losing your virginity to a 
tampon

Lean-in feminism Pregnancy porn 

Conversion therapy Getting an abortion, for 
art. 

Affective attachments Nevertheless She 
Persisted

Menstruating Alone: The 
Collapse and Revival of 
American Community 

Pulling a Britney Awkward silences in a 
Zoom room

The Secret Life of the 
American Teenager 



National Abortion and 
Reproductive Rights 
Action League (NARAL)

The life vs. choice debate Abortion narratives South Dakota abortion 
wars

A progress narrative Lady Gaga’s performance 
at Biden’s inauguration 

Queer kinship Abortion as gender 
transgression  

End Fake Clinics Epistemologically-based 
and affectively-bound 
activism

Writing my thesis on 
something I know 
nothing about 

Playing a board game 
about queer theory  



Whipping out your 
Queering Reproductive 
Justice Cards Against 
Humanity game at a party 

The critically important 
work of translating queer 
theory to a broader 
public audience 

“Decolonizing the 
classroom”

Analytical sophistication

Queer pedagogy Straight pedagogy  The post-[insert noun] 
construction

Missing family dinner to 
host a Queer 
Reproductive Justice arts 
night on Zoom 

Not actually being quite 
sure what it means to 
“queer” something 

Hiding my boyfriend from 
my Feminist Studies 
professor 

Majoring in Feminist 
Studies for social clout 

Crisis pregnancy centers 



Pregnant people Abortion patient Feminism Commercial surrogacy 

Maternity leave Reproductive Rights Reproductive Justice  Trans-specific health 
issues

Disconnecting gender 
from the body

Pretending that body 
parts do not exist to be 
gender-inclusive but 
advocating for phrases 
such as “people with 
uteruses” 

Sexual liberation Queer parenting



Gwyneth Paltrow Angela Davis Chimamanda Ngozi 
Adichie

Hillary Clinton

Sheryl Sandberg Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Ilhan Omar Ruth Bader Ginsburg

Mark Zuckerfuck Kamala “Momala” Harris Beyonce Phyllis Schlafly 



Would-be First Husband 
Bill Clinton

Jesus Christ Mother...I mean “person” 
Mary

Ted Cruz

Joe Biden J.K. Rowling Activism Watching The L-Word

A Bernie Sanders meme Queer in form Organ surveillance Hacktivism  



The best way to improve 
the lives of trans people

________: The topic of an 
op-ed sure to make a 
splash in The New York 
Times

Today I had the 
unavoidably gendered 
experience of _________. 

I am emailing the 
playwright of the play I’m 
directing to ask about 
______. 

I want to have kids, but I 
can’t because ___.

I don’t want to have kids 
because__________. 

I’m morally opposed to 
_____.

__ is something that all 
states except New York, 
Louisiana, Michigan, and 
Nebraska have in 
common. 

I went to a ___ because I 
wanted to experience 
___. 

Queering ___ means 
radically changing ___.

How will young LGBTQ+ 
people form families if 
they are broke?

I’m so mad at feminists 
because (of)  ___.



As  ________, feminism 
fails us. 

You want more ___? Let’s 
phonebank with Planned 
Parenthood!

Trans-exclusionary 
radical feminists (TERFs), 
sex-worker-exlusionary 
radical feminists 
(SWERFs), and 
____-exclusionary radical 
feminists.

Crisis pregnancy centers 
lied to me about ________.

_____ is a part of my ideal 
queer feminist utopia. 

______ & ______, guess I 
really do have it all!

The only thing better than 
the gift of life is ______!

The only glass ceiling I’m 
concerned with breaking 
is ______.

______ : the ultimate girl 
boss feminism.

I am taking maternity 
leave to show women 
everywhere that _____ is 
possible.  

Taking time off to have a 
baby? I want time off for 
____. 

As a working single 
person, my job benefits 
include ____. 



If Sheryl Sandberg can 
take maternity leave, 
then you can  try ____! 

Did you know that 
working moms in 
Denmark get guaranteed 
____ for a year after 
giving birth? 

I’m a self-identified 
______, but I still haven’t 
told my parents.  

After ___________, I 
decided it was time to 
__________.

No thoughts, just _____ 
and vibez.

I always set aside time in 
my day for __________.

A perfect nuclear family 
is incomplete without 
___________.

It wouldn’t be a queer 
reproductive justice 
politic without ______. 

Actually, the preferred 
term for that now is 
_____. It’s more inclusive.

The twitter bio of the 
online reproductive 
justice activist. 

A better slogan for 
NARAL Pro-Choice 
America would be 
“Freedom 
for____________” 

The #1 enemy of abortion 
rights activists. 



Reproductive justice 
movements invoke 
LGBTQ people in order to 
_______________. 

The answer to “the 
woman question” is 
______________ . 

The discursive shift from 
_________ to 
____________. 

My partner and I are 
naming our child 
_________________ .

__________, ____________, 
and other markers of 
progress. 

“How do we meaningfully 
integrate the 
perspectives and issues 
faced by gender 
non-conforming and 
trans folks into our 
work?”

What is lost in the 
discursive shift? 

The queer potential of 
______________. 

Dads taking parental 
leave to ___.

An Instagram infographic 
about ____. 

____________ as gender 
transgression

What could possibly be 
more pro-life than 
______? 



I have an affective 
attachment to 
___________ . 

End Fake _________ . As a ____________, I 
___________. 

I’m starting an Etsy shop 
to sell my ___ art.

The pressing feminist 
concern of our time is 
____________. 

I’m designing a board 
game to share the idea of 
___ with a wider 
audience. 


